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Kullu is a beautiful broad open valley in Himachal Pradesh, located between Manali and Largi,
famous for its Handloom Shawl and it is a place of tourist interests, involving lot of movement all in
ghat roads, where engaging a cab for the local tours will be an ideal decision.

Just staying in the Hotel lobby at Kullu one can spend oneâ€™s entire holidays for the Kullu valley is so
absorbing and taking one to the end of habitats of the world, however, there are a number of
attractions which a tourist would like to move around and see, such as

â€¢Raghunath temple, built in 17th Century

â€¢Banjar Sringi Rishi Temple the shrine housing one of the eighteen chief deities

â€¢Mahadevi Tirth Temple popularly known as Vaishno Devi Mandhir

â€¢Devta Narsingh

â€¢Raison a beautiful camp site developed by HP tourism

â€¢Shoja a vantage point where from panoramic view of peaks and valleys can be had

â€¢Baseshwar Mahadev Temple of Bajaura

â€¢Kasol s spot of trout on the banks of river Parvati

â€¢Naggar which was capital of Kullu for over 1400 years

and all these places can be visited comfortably by engaging  Kullu cabs through the Websites of
Travel Agents.

Travel agents  arrange  for  Kullu car bookings, for  Kullu local trips visiting nearby cities which are
mostly hill stations, besides Kullu car rentals for long distance travel to reach and roam around Kullu
such as arranging for Shimla cabs or New Delhi cab services.

Planning and booking cabs in Kullu, through Travel agencies is a very convenient process and all
the traveler has to do is to enter the website of the Travel agent, click  Car tab in their home page,
make Kullu cabs online bookings and one will get a prompt confirmation message of oneâ€™s Kullu Cab
booking through SMS.

For local trips of Kullu Cabs few hours advance booking will do, however, for travel to and from 
outstation cities, it must be done at least eight hours before, to get the best cab  fitting the travelerâ€™s
exact requirement and choice.

For travel cancellations, if they are done before 24 hours of the Kullu Cab booking time, full refund
will be given and if it is within 24 hours we are constrained by the requirement not to refund the
fares paid.

When a traveler  plans a tour to Kullu one  can decide on an excellent tour itinerary  and  can book
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Kullu cabs online, through the websites of Travel advisers or tourism agencies.
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Author is an associate editor for a Kullu Cabs Booking . Get all possible information about a Shimla
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